
Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com>

ms. Heather. Remains #1 most critical I personally speak to any Investigator at
Embassy or even call back from USA.

Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 4, 2019 at 10:56 AM
To: syates@kslaw.com, FabrikantHC@state.gov, attymanuelito_luna@yahoo.com, Vivian Hoard Taylor English
<VHoard@taylorenglish.com>, Jimmy Deal <jimmy@gdfdpc.com>, "Tom McPeak, Ph.D." <TMCpeak@gmail.com>,
Christopher Morris <chris@cmawizards.com>

Disregard previous email. Hit sent by mistake.  The other persons contacted by TO: also have massive evidence
of ROSE and other criminals and have been asked to represent my Constitutional rights this entire time. For each
of my constitutional rights have been violated over last 11 years Jan 15, 2008 forward for reasons we have shown
to public, press, and law enforcement this entire. I request you read to the end, see the ONE PDF FILE and take
action by contacting Military and USA Embassy.  This is what we have been doing for years...

This is the most critical formal email broadcast request any law firm or any USA GOv agent will receive. Clearly
we will post this ONE GMAIL on top of our prime websites including TheFinalTerrorist.com. this is also a prime
method of protecting our rights in case die of natural causes or are murdered by ROSE or other criminal terrorists
including my very own brother Douglas Vernon Duncan, Cary NC. who must be filed with lawsuits also.
We ask anyone to see we never violated any law or restraining order. Impossible when Cobb County GA Berry
VIc Reynolds had famous TPO 11.1.1171.99 dismissed July 15, 2011 so NO violation could have occurred At
Military Sept 25, 2011. Same is true today and I and my team request Military to escort us back to Washington to
testify to everyone.
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I was indeed defrauded by Douglas Duncan, then ROSE, then my very own Wife Sherry Duncan, then Ms.
Bashama then Brian Walker, and literally everyone else involved with knowledge I was being illegally detained

each time (5 in total). They each then robbed my homes and assets, so I went to my
Police and hired lawyers (so named) and filed the required reports and went back
to the Police. Because I was debriefing the Police, then IRS, FBI, AG, Military over
this timeline,  ROSE in particular filed Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 then 11.1.8376.99 criminally granted
restraining orders to prevent his own arrest (and his network) by claiming I was stalking HIM when he was stalking
ME. I have all the proof, always have.
Then it was so extreme, I went to your office Sept 2015 asking for federal protection and for me to show you and
FBI the exact details of ROSE's cyber crime security attacks of Homewaves.com and AgileLaw.com.

Continue. Since Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 was never even a technical violation, the errors by individuals who claimed I
was guilty of SOMETHING (probably violation of CANCELLED DISMISSED 11.1.1171.99) have never been
investigated, much less filed with Subpenos and required arrest warrants. In ROSEs extreme case, only the
Military (SolutionMilitary.com) and CIA NSA Interpol have authority to find him, last report from Tom Haag my dark
net web source is still at OneOceanBahamas.com).

During the ultimate meantime, we have used computer science basic problem solving methodology of
SolutionPeace.com/5steps to mastermind create the related solutions to prevent poverty, political corruption, and
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eliminate all crime networks.
 This is so clear we cry out, WHY has noone just called us for discussions and they host press conferences to
announce the success of this most monumental legacy heritage moment.

  I am due Press Conferences with TRUMP, DOD, DOJ, Military staff as we have been asking DUTERTE staff
here and national news to do the same for most obvious reasons that SolutionManifesto.com is the worlds last
universal stabilizing Constitution that protects ALL human right at one time.

Even you can send me a plane ticket after calling USA ambassador Sung Kim (632) 301-2000 and request
military escort back to Washington as clearly we have been traveling the world using viral social media to examine
humanities worst poverty issues all caused by individuals who commit Cyber Crime fraud, scams, and yes, so so
many of our very own specific named Politicians worldwide.
That one crime factor is the precedence ruling of all time of SolutionJudge.com as all lawyers no longer can hide
behind client-attorney priviledge once any case goes to trial.  The 5th amendment is also suspended for any
felony or treason case.

We have been using the most unique dialogue to fend off these criminals by sending emails and calling our very
own lawyers asking THEM to go to FBI AG. the most obvious and truly ONLY solution is for one of thousands of
our FBI agents to use their analyst skills to see just a few of the documents that convict ROSE to death row.
These are shown to the public on theFinalTerrorist.com that existed as WhereIsRobertROse.com back in 2009 as
exposure evidence for JUDGES, LAWYERS, PRESS, public to take action against ROSE.
  For the most common sense reasoning is that somewhere in N.C.I.S or the other FBI, IRS, Police, Interpol
database, someone has placed a black list WATCH order on me.    WHY.  obviously to divert attention away from
our group who has already shown world how to SOLVE EACH and EVERY HUMAN base greed problem.

WHEN will you call us?  as the value of our work is true TRILLIONS of USD/EUROS when anyone can see that
SolutionPeace.com/kbitcoins and ProfitShareHolders.SPACE over time eliminate need for almost all banks, all
stock markets, and literally transform both goverments and all corporate leadership positions to be controlled by
the individuals who invest and elect our leaders.

ALL at an individual level with use of EVOTE.ONE FOIA.ONE that is truly how to create and ensure sustainable
Global World Peace
as social justice and equality have never been obtained since individuals have perverted so many of our laws and
contracts.

EVERYONE BENEFITS.

Now its past time for YOU and top leaders to call us back. as we remain impoverished barely surviving on GOD's
manna. For we learned long ago, even in Kindergarden, one only receives when they make the proper formal
request.

Most who receive the calls and emails (thousands of them by now) recognize we are indeed very unique are rare.
We MUST have law firms file the proper Intellectual Property rights for TurnOffLights.SPACE and create
International PTO.GOV ASAP to protect the most valuable commodity of all.  inventions, copyrights, trademarks
and of course GOD and Keiths time. I quote John 10:30 to prove the most obvious answer that I work in
partnership with GOD for decades, actually my entire life. He has been my part time benefactor as we reveiled os
many times.

Now that we have KSLAW attention, you can ignore the previous some 6 emails and call us. or GLORIA.
THe focus MUST be on recovery of trillions of $$$ of crime assets while ROSE is seized using Patriot Act, Hobbs
Act.
Please file SF-95 as the most profitable Landmark Class Action Miscarraige of Justice lawsuit as clearly I alone
are the lead plantiff.
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I have NEVER been a defendant before. All evidence shows I filed first reports, each police dept report, hired
lawyers, went to EACH level of law enforccement including Military and have even asked CONGRESS to start
Congressional Investigations.

WHEN do I go to USA EMBASSY to debrief and be escorted. I can bring along 5 to maybe 50 persons as
witnesses as clearly I have been talking to Senators, DOST PENA, so many governors, mayors and top gov
officials including so many pastors I lost count.

I was ready to testify Sept 25, 2011 with MILITARY escort and make NO excuses or pass judgment on anyone
since that has never been my true GOD focused ministry nature.

OF COURSE my CreatorKeith.SPACE INC (soon world FOUNDATION) will be the most powerful and wealthy
trust foundation as we hereby also again legally pledge that ALL funds go back to our people to prevent poverty
using
SolutionHousing.org with focus on our prime vendors of Endorsements.

We also are collectively shocked we find no one with confidence to just call us for past 11 years.
[Quoted text hidden]

4 attachments

BBK-ATF-GrandJuryWilliamBanks-ConspiracyTranscript.pdf
4683K

EVBRose5coverStalkKidnap37List-GivetoUSMilitary-FBI-AG.pdf
2342K

EVB9-CriminalTPO11-1-1171-99LegalToOwnFirearm-ProtectiveStalkingOrderCourtFeb22date(1).pdf
914K

BBK20160804AtlATFSpecialAgentWilliamBanksGuilty-BroadcastEmail.pdf
97K
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